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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Asbury Theological Seminary is not a missionary train
ing institute in the truest sense of the word. Yet, in spite
of this fact, she has, from her inception, graduated a host of
men and women who have gone forth with evangelistic zeal to
serve on every major mission field in the world.
What is it that has drawn these scores of prospective
missionaries to this school? In a word we might say that it
has been the firm stand taken by its founders and perpetuators
as expressed in their motto: "The whole Bible for the whole
world." With this clear emphasis on the Bible it has been
inevitable that its message should be carried to those "utter
most parts" of the earth.
I. BIBLICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Bible basically missionary. It takes little more
than a cursory study of the Bible�both Testaments� to see
that it fairly exudes missions as the term is understood in
this study. Its pages overflow with the concept of God as
a universal God and belief in Him the duty of every man. Na
tional and race boundrles vanish in the universal appeal of
the Gospel. Although the Old Testament has been commonly con
sidered a handbook for the Hebrew people, yet from its earliest
2pages God's designs can be clearly seen as world-wide. When
He chose out the man Abraham, and consequently his family and
descendents which in due time composed a whole nation. He did
not do so in order to "lavish upon them an exclusive and sel
fish affection, regardless of all others. "^ No, the Jewish
race was "the chosen race" because they were to be God's chan
nel of blessing to the whole world. The Psalmist seemed
keenly aware of this world-wide aspect of their religion;
Psalms 2, 22, 47, 50, 67, 72, and 96 are all dominently mis
sionary in tone. "Ask of me, and I shall give thee the hea
then for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the
earth for thy possession" (Psalm 2:8).
As missionary-minded as the Psalmist was, yet the high
est expression of the universality of the salvation of God
in the Old Testament is to be found in the Prophets. A few
verses will suffice to illustrate this:
"Look unto me and be ye saved, all the ends of the
earth: for I am God, and there is none else" (Isa. 45:22).
"I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles,
that thou mayest be my salvation unto the end of the
earth" (Isa. 49:6).
"For the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of
the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea
(Hab. 2:14).
�^Robert Hall Glover, The Bible Basis of Missions.
(Los Angeles: Bible House of Los Angeles, 1946 ) , p . 16 .
3"And he shall speaJc peace unto the heathen: and his
dominion shall he from sea even to sea, and from the
river even to the ends of the earth" (Zech. 9:10).
Many many more references could of course be piven,
but these will merely hint at the clear expression rciven in
the Old Testament to the concent of the Lord God being the
Ruler of ALL nations, and that salvation is not limited to
one nation or race, but is universal. Two 01^ Testament
prophets were themselves missionaries, Jonah and Daniel.
Upon examining the pages of the New Testament the
Gospels ("good news") are found to constitute in a large
measure, the missionaries' message while giving testimony to
the absolutely unique life of God's crreat world Missionary,
Jesus Christ. Throughout the teachings of Jesus a mission
ary emphasis was prominent. Reoccuring numerous times are
such phrases ss: "God so loved the world, " "The field is
�the world," "l am the light of the world, " "And I. if I be
lifted up...will draw all men unto me." "Other sheep I have,
which are not of this fold: thera also I must bring."
Dr. Oswald Smith, in his book The Passion for Souls,
tells of how. many years ago, he "went throucrh" his Bible to
see if he could "stay in Canada and still obey God." The re
sult of this reading illustrates what Is being said about
the missionary character of the Bible.
...PS I studied the Bible I found such expressions as
these: 'All nations; all the world; every creature;
4every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation; the
uttermost part of the earth.' In other vrords, the Gos
pel, I discovered, ves to be given to the entire world.
Every nation, kindred, tongue, and neople, must hear
it. 2
The Acts of the Apostles is an inspired record of the
Church and its missionary outreach during the first genera
tion of its existence. The Acts constitutes a God-given
guide and -oattern for the Church today in its primary task of
world-evang,el ism. It constitutes its handbook par excellance.
Its very name indicated its general nature and main theme�
the word "apostle" coming from the Greek "apostello" (I send).
Dr. Glover, in his book already quoted from, makes the in
teresting, observation that the book of Acts does not come to
a formal close like the other books of the New Testament, but
breaks off rather abruptly with Paul in Rome. This he says,
bespeaks the fact that the missionary work of the Church was
not�and still is not� completed, nor will it be until Jesus
comes.
The Epistles follow Acts. They were originally letters
written by the outstanding missionaries of the early Church
to churches (and a few individiaal converts) which they had
organized.
Finally comes the Revelation. Again Dr. Glover points
2osvfald J. Smith, The Passion for Souls, (London:
Marshall, Morgan and Scott, Ltd.," 1950) > P* 39.
5out the missionary aspect of this great apocalyptic vision.
According to him, it:
...envisages the final consumation of God's eternal
missionary purpose in the overthrow of all v;orldly rule
and authority in opposition to Christ, and the bringing
in of His supreme and universal kingdom. The chant of
exultant triumph is heard, 'The kingdoms of this world
are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ,
and He shall reign for ever and ever, '3
It has nov; been seen that in its authorship, message,
aim, and spirit the Bible is emphatically and essentially
missionary. Acceptance of the Bible as e-iven by God and
constituting the only rule of faith is to make a commitment
of obedience to its pervading spirit of world-wide missions.
�ha.t this miracle gospel which is the power of God
unto salvation can do in one life is a. promise of what
God purposes to do in the life of the world. This Gos
pel is to be carried to the ends of the earth. We are
not resigned to the fatalistic acceptance of heathenism
and false religion, injustice and war, as being the ul
timate. On the cross Jesus Christ our Lord won the
eternal victory. He overcame the v/orld. And through
Him, we, too, overcome the world.'''-
History of missions. Having established the Biblical
background for missions, attention is nov; focused on the role
the Church has played and is playing in this vital task of
world evangelism.
3Glover, 0�. pit. , p.
%yron S. Lamson, "To
The Free Methodist, vol. 87,
29.
the Uttermost Part of the Earth,, "
No. 45. (Nov. 9, 1954), p. 3.
6Back through the annals of history a correlation be
tween alive church and a strong missionary program can be
clearly discerned. The two seem to inevitably go hand-in-
hand. There has scarcely been a major religious awakening
or a revival in the Church, but that has produced an upsurege
of missionary zeal. The converse can undoubtedly be said as
well; namely, that a new missionary vision in the Church has
precipitated a spiritual awakening within. This idea is born
out by Steven J. Corey in his book. The Preaclier and His
Mi.�5ii?P-�^!Z Message, on page 120.
In the several periods of missionary endeavor contri
butions to the furtherance of the Gospel in the world can be
clearly seen.
Apostolic Missions. (from the ascention of Christ to
the death of John, c. 33-100 A.D. ). The earliest Church was
a witnessing church. 'And they went forth and preached every
where. ..' (Mark 16:20). The aim of the Apostolic Church was
clearly to make Jesus Christ known to all men as the only
Saviour from. sin. By the close of this period the number of
Christian disciples had reached half a million.
Early Church Missions. (from the death of John to
Constantine, c. 100-313)- This \i8.b largely a period of sta
bilization and solidification of doctrine and philosophy.
Missionaries of the period include Irenaeus. who, with Pothinus,
took Christianity to the Franks, and Pantaenus, who went to
7India about 190 A.D. By this time several missionary centers
had been established; Jerusalem, Antioch, Ephesus, Alexandria,
and Carthage. One school was established solely to train mis
sionaries, "Catechum.ens ' School at Pantaenus," located in
Alexandria.
Early European Missions. (from Constantine to Charle
magne, 313-800). This period can be characterized by the
expression "Nationalism instead of individualism in conversion."
There v/as a revival of interest in the Church during this
period, which was ushered in by Constantine declaring Chris
tianity the state religion of the Roman Empire in 313. Am
bitious zeal for the Church carried numerous outstanding men
far beyond the borders of their ovm country:
Ulfilas was the apostle to the G-oths north of the
Danube; Martin, Bishop of Tours, became the patron saint of
Frsonce; Patrick, a Scotchman, was the first great missionary
to Ireland, of Tfhom it has been said that he imparted a
stronger impulse than any other man to Medieval missions;
Augustine was the great pioneer missionary to Erigland; Willi-
brord became the first missionaiy to enter Holland and Den
mark; Boniface extended the reach of the Church further into
Europe .
The Middle Ages. (from Charlemagne to Luther 800-
1517). This was also a period of considerable Church exten
sion. Three things characterized this period: emphasis on
8direct inissionai*y operations, the Crusades, and the Monastic
Orders. But a few names can be mentioned here:
Ansgar was a fearless Frenchman who carried the G-ospel
to the Danes and the Swedes;, Otto, Bishop of Bamburg, minis
tered to the Pomeranians; Cyril and Methodius were brothers
who displayed \musual missionary zeal in their labors in Bul
garia, Moravia, and Bohemia; King Vladim-ir of Russia, deserves
mention here, for he ce.used a wholesale turn to Christianity
in his country; Raymond Lull (1235-I315) about whom has been
said, "in the age of violence he was the apostle of heavenly
love." He was stoned to death in North Africa by the Moslems,
In this brief survey neither the Crusades nor the Mon
astic Orders can be studied. Two Monastics demand some men
tion, however,
Francis of Assisi who is sometimes referred to as "the
father of Roman Catholic missions" founded the Order of the
Franciscans and tried desperately to imnlant Christianity a-
ne-<y in Egypt, His work there, however, met with but little
success.
Xavier (mentioned here although most of his ministry
would fall in the next period) together with Ignatius Loyola
founded the Society of Jesus (Jesuites) which was undoubtedly
been the greatest of all Roman Catholic foreign missionary
agencies. Xavier himself preached in fifty-two kingdoms and
9baptized over one million persons. 5
Period of the Reformation. (from Luther to the Halle
Missionaries, I517-I650). Because this was a transitory
period, a period in which all attention was focused on the
daring break with the Catholic Church, there was not much
missionary activity carried on. The Protestants were making
a desperate bid to establish their own cause "at home."
Early Missionary Societies. (from the Halle Mission
aries to Carey, 1650-1792). In 1664 a man by the name of
Vaon Welz made the first general and vigorous missionary ap
peal to the Protestant Church. The Pietist Movement inaugu
rated by Spener (The Geman Wesley) and Franke, was one of
the highlights of this period. This movement was largely in
strumental in the renewed missionary vision of the Church.
Probably the most outstanding missionary achievement
of the period, however, was the work of the Moravian society,
under the able and zealous leadership of Nikolaus Ludwin
(better known as Count Von Zinzendorf). The Moravians began
sending out foreign missionaries before their membership had
even reached four hundred.
The Mission to the North American Indians was established
through the efforts of John Elliot (1604-1690). His motto was:
5j. Gilchrist Lawson, "Francis Xavier (1506-1552),"
Famous Missionaries. (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing
House, 1939), pp. 29, 30.
10
"Prayer and pain, through faith in Jesus Christ, villi do
anything.
"
Era of Modern Mis^sions. (from Carey to the present,
1792- ). It goes almost without saying that even a cursory
study of missionary activity in the Church during this period
would be impossible here, A few men who have been outstand
ing in carrying the message of the Church, the good news of
salvation, to those "uttermost parts" are: William Carey
(I76I-I834)�Founder of Modern Missions; Robert Morrison
(1782-1834)�Pioneer Protestant missionary to China; Adoniram
Judson (1788- I850)�Pioneer missionary to Burma; Robert Moffat
(1795-1883)�Pioneer missionary to Africa; Dr. David Living
stone (1813-1873)�Missionary and explorer in Africa; John
Williams (1796-1839)�Missionary to the South Sea Islands;
John G. Paton (1824-1907)�Missionary to the New Hebrides;
Jame<=! Hudson Taylor (1832-1905)�Founder of the China Inland
Mission; Bishop William Taylor (1821-1902)�Whose parish was
the entire world; Jonathan Goforth (1859-1936)�Missionary
to China; Sir Wilfred Grenfell, M.D. (1865-1940)�Missionary
to Labrador; Rev. A. B. Simpson (1834-1919)�Founder of the
Christian and Missionarv Alliance; and Samuel M. Zwemer (1867-
19RP)�Missionary to the Moslems.
II. RESPONSIBILITY FOR WORLD EVANGELISM
The mission of the Church. Through the above very
sketchy review of mlsslona.ry activity it ceii be seen that in
all ages since the time of Christ men have realized that
Christianity was not something for any one particular church
or group of people. A "great cloud of witnesses" that have
gone on before testify to the fact that the Church is not
supposed to be a reservoir, but a conduit. She Is to be a
channel, not a stagnant pool. The Lord left no vague gener
alizations nor abstract philosophizing with the nucleus of
His Church that last day of His sojourn here on earth. His
final words to that little group of disciples were of neces
sity the most earnest, the most direct and poignant that He
could vocalize. Was He not turning over to a band of fisher
men, tax collectors, and the like, His eternal plan for the
salvation of the world? Surely in the tenseness of such a
moment He v/ould say nothing but what x^ras crucially important!
His final instruction to the Church was "GO". The Church of
the Living God must be on the move�marching out to the ends
of the earth with the Gospel�not satisfied with merely adding
to her membership here in the homeland while millions in the
regions beyond are still untouched.
"What, then, is the most important work of the hour?
It is to carry out our Lord's last orders. It is to give
12
His G-ospel to the unreached tribes and peoples of the world,
The problem. A large majority of the churches and
seminaries in our land, it is feared, have never come within
the grip of a real missionary conviction. If asked by some
non-Christian visitor from overseas JIust what the purpose and
aim of the Church was, many would be embarrassed for an an
swer. Its complicated organizatjon and fine program could
probably be described, but�organized for what? 'If the Church
has as its aim anything less than the New Testament idea of
its 'Ti;' ssion, the propagation of the Gospel to all mankind, it
is widely missing the mark. The reason the Christian worlri
has been steadily losinp: ground to the heathen surely is not
primarily due to external factors, but rather to the internal
condition of the churches and schools. What, then, is the
matter?
After nearly two thousand years of missionary work
and world-wide evangelisim, there are still 1,789 lan
guages into which the Word of God has never yet been
translated: and what does God say? 'Faith come th by
hearing and hearing by the Word of God.
' 'How shall
they believe except they hear? '7
Success of the Apostolic Church. By examining the
Apostolic Church, the lack of the Church today can be graphi-
^Smith, op. cit. , p. 59
7lbid. , p. 61.
13
cally illustrated.
Dr. John R, Mott said, speaking of apostolic Chris
tians, "They did more to accomplish the world's evangelization
than any succeeding generation,"^ What were their hallmarks?
First of all was their separation from the v:orld. All thoughts
of the glorification of self, all worldly ambitions and at
tractions had been replaced with new ambitions, interests, and
s:oals. They were wholly, dedicated to Christ�and showed their
all-consuming love for Him in a very convincing way. Secondly,
it was a witnessing church� in the very highest and strongest
sense of the word.
'
They went everywhere "prossiping" the G-os
pel. They witnessed ever^r day in all their social as well as
church contacts. Every convert styled himself ^ missionary. ^
Finally, they preached a positive, dynamic Gospel. They knew
nothing of an insipid, watered-down social gospel. They fear
lessly proclaimed Jesus Christ as Saviour and only hope of
the world. They did not hesitate to preach repentance and
regeneration.
Each local church today, and every individual member
therein, shxjuld ask itself how it compares in spirit and out
reach vrith the Apostolic Church. Actually, with the immense
advance made in the realm of invention and science, the
accomplishments of the Church today should far exceed those
SGlover, op,, cit . , pp. 38-40.
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of the Church of the first century. But is this the case?
A census taken a few years ago showed that there were sixty
thousand Protestant churches in the United States that re
ported not a single convert for the year. It is not surpris
ing, in the light of this fact, that two thirds of all
churches contributed nothing to foreign missions. '^A spirit
ual decay within the church goes hs.nd-in-hand with a flound
ering missionary progarm.
Reasons for present failure. There are, however, a
number of reasons besides the primary one of spiritual cold
ness, why the Church has failed in her supreme task of evan-
a-elizino:. the world. They are siommed up by Dr. Oswald J. Smith
as follows:
First�Because of the enemies of the Gospel. There
are three primary ones: nationalism, false religions, and
Communism.
Second�Because of our emphasis on education. In the
final analysis, "it is not what is in the head, but what is
in the heart that counts...."
Third- -Because of closed doors.
Fourth�Because we have thought that their own rali^ons
were good enough for them.
Fifth�Because we have not sent out a sufficient num
ber of missionaries.
Sixth�Because we have not followed the Pauline methods
"And the things that thou hast heard of me among ^any wit
nesses, the same commit to faithful men, who shall be able to
teach others also" (II Tim. 2:2). Paul's method v/as to teach
others, who would in turn teach still others.
Seventh�Because we have not been convinced that the
heathen are lost. 9
^^^.^O!* The periods of missionary endeavor have been
reviewed in this section. The Church has been seen to have
been commissioned as a missionary organization, not lust a
localized, narrow society. Some of the distinctive features
of the Apostolic Church have been noted; and seven things
have been listed that have hindered the Church in her para
mount task of world-evangelism.
His G-ospel is for all the world. The mission of all
the church is to carry all the Gospel to all the world.
The message still the same. Men must repent. They
must rethink God. They must change their mind. The
kingdom is here now. New life for men and nations may
begin now. Only let the miracle Gospel work the
miracle . 10
The pastor' s 'olaqe in world-eyange 11 sri . The local
pastor holds a uniquely important place In the fulfillinf^: of
the Great Commission.
9smith, 02- cit., pp. 68-79.
lOLamson, "World Need and World Missions", The Mis-
sionary Tidings , (December 1953), p. 400.
16
A missionary/- pastorate is urgently needed, ministers
who understand the place of foreign missions in the
Word of God, who discern the part of foreign missions in
the plan of God, who get close enough to the divine
heart to catch something of its yearninp; love for a lost
world, and who are so baptized by the Spirit of God that
they will be lifted above all spiritual narrowness and
provincialism.H
The pastor has the God-given task of inspiring, in
structing and guiding the life of all those committed into
his charge. He is their leader, and rarely, indeed, will
there be found a church where the people have gone beyond
their pastor in knowledge, or zeal, or consecration, or sac
rifice. The vast majority of church- -nroers expect, quite
naturally to "follow the leader". A pastor, there �Por-e , owes
a tremendous debt not only to God, but also to his parish-
oners. It is vital that he have the right attitude toward
world-wide missions, and that he be fitted for the task of
leading and instructing his church. W. N. Clarke points out
that
A pastor needs to have faced the Question whether he
himself oup-ht to be a foreign missionary .. .Many a pastor
has no freer! om in dealing v;ith the cause of T'or�e3p:n
missions, from a secret fear lest if the truth were
known he oufcht to be a missionary himself. Some pas
tors secretly know that they have never done Justice to
the question and therefore avoid the subject when thev
can.
llArthur J. Bro>m, The Foreign Missionary/; (New York:
Fleming H. Revell Company,'"l932), p". 231,
17
Every young man entering the ministry should fairly
meet the question of his duty to go into missionary
work, and settle it honestly in the sight of God. Only
thus can he be as conscientious in stayira at home for
his work as he vrould be in croing abroad, under the sense
of a divine call. 12
Here is something that cannot be over-emphasized. Un
derlying and basic to his whole ministry is the pastor's com
plete, unreserved dedica,tion and consecration to God� to be
used wherever He sees fit. It must be clearly understood by
all ministers that there is no distinction in the New Testa
ment between home and foreign missions. Therefore it is not
enough Just to feel called to preach. All must seriously and
honestly face the question of where God would have him preach.
After this is carefully and prayerfully decided, the
preacher feelinp; led to minister here "at home" should em
bark upon his work vith just as clear a sense of obligation
to fulfill the Great Commission as thousdi he vrere serving on
the foreign field. The key to a successful missionary pro
gram is a home church with real missionary zeal, and the key
to a missionary church is a pastor aflame with a peculiar
sense of the urgency of the Gospel. The ultimate success
of the task of world-evan.'^elism,. then, depends largely uPon
pastors who transcend all "spiritual narrowness and pro-
12w. N. Clarke, A Study o^ Christian Missions, (New
York: Charles Scrlbner's Sons,
"
190077 PP. 2Sl7~2^27
18
cialism," and whose aim and purpose is akin to that of Jesus,
who v/ould have all men to be saved. This involves a great
deal.
Every pastor should conceive of himself as being a
Christ-appointed agent for world-evangelization, to
teach, to inform, to guide, to inspire his parishoners,
so that they v^ill contribute their largest quota to the
carrying out of their Lord's will and program. 13
Here, then, is the crux of the matter: that the pastor has
this tremendous task of so effectively putting before his
people the matter of world missions that they will be moved
to act.
Even if the preacher himself is convinced through and
through that missions is of vital importance, his task of
communicating this conviction, and of educating his people
is a difficult one today. The tragedy, however, lies in the
fact that only a very small percent of our pastors are pos
sessed of such a conviction. How then can the churches be
expected to be missions-minded? How can the missionary pro
gram expand to the place where the world will be evangelized?
'v/here does the trouble lie?
Lack in training. Strangely enough, nearly all of the
authorities referred to in the pursuit of this study trace
the lack of pastor's concern about missions back, mainly, to
^^G-lover, 0�. cit., pp. 47-48.
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theologioal seminaries and other training schools.
Very fe\^ (seminat^^es) emphasize adequately the f-unda-
mental missionary purpose of the Church, Only here and
there is there one fourd that offers its students a
comprehensive survey of the church's missionary problem.
...Most men go from the theological seminary into the
pastorate with little preparation for the great task of
making their churches missionary organizations, 1"^
This lack of background and training, together with
the maze of orga.nizp tional encumbrances, which have tied the
hands of many a well-meaninp: pastor, have combined with a mis
understanding of the true motive behind all missionary en
deavor to put the church in the place it is today.
Proper motiyation. Primary in the thinking of far too
many preachers is a feeling of pity for the miserable people
in non-Christian lands. As good as it is to have pity and
mercy, yet this is far too shallow a motive upon which to base
a missions program. Likewise, only even more so, is the feel
ing that it is the commonly accepted thing to do to make a
periodic little contribution to the denominatlona] headquarters
labeled "missions". Purthemore , it is a r,eneral practice, it
is feared, in the Church at large, for preachers to confine
their whole missionary endeavor to one or two special sermons
in the year. This clearly indicates that missions is consid
ered an '-^xtra-curricular item in the nro^-^am of the church.
I'^Stacy R. Warburton, Making a. Missionary Church,
(Philadelphia: The Judson Press, '1924)7 pp. "38-39.
20
It is a clear sign that the motive of the pastor in his
thinking on missions is, to say the least, mistaken.
What is the primary, the fundamental motive, then, for
all missionary endeavor�whether at "home" or on the foreign
field? It is, and must always be, consuming love for Jesus
Christ Himself and a deep desire to see His yearning for a
lost world satisfied. If the Bible is considered fairly, it
can easily be seen that this subject was nearest to His
heart. Therefore, His disciples will say with Paul, "The
love of Christ constraineth us."
Brethren of the ministry, that is the complete motive
that can withstand the present-day opponents of our faith
and the only motive that can carry us on to success in
the face of the new world challenge which confronts the
Church of Jesus Christ. We must have a ministry with a
unique singleness of purpose, and with the burning mo
tive of Christ's compelling love, in order that the
Church may move out into this modern world with the same
divine spirit and G-od-fearing confidence that the Apos
tolic Ohiirch had when it swept forth from the gaunt
pastoral hillsides of Judea to conquer the Roman world, ^5
May the contraining memories of the cross of Christ
and that great love wherewith He loved us be so in us
that we may pass that love on to those who are perish
ing. May He touch all our hearts with the spirit of
self-sacrifice and with the inspiration of that love of
His which, when He came to redeem the world, kept nothing
back. 16
^Scorey, Stephen J. , The Preacher and His Missionary
Message. (Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 1930) , p. 59.
l^Brown, 0�. cit., pp. 234-235.
TII. NATURE AND PURPOSE OP THE PTUDY
A rather extended introduction has been deemed neces
sary in order that the proper frame of reference be established
for the body of the psper.
'When the propagation of the Gospel throughout the
world is put in its rightful place in the thinking of the
theologues and Christian educators of this country, it will
assume far more prominence in the curriculum and over-all
emphases of Christian schools than it has in most of them thus
far.
The degree to which a school that has as its motto
"The whole Bible for the whole world" is living up to that
motto can be at least partially ascertained through a study
of her missionary outreach. This is the purpose of this
thesis.
Is "missions" over-emphasized at Asbury? Under-em
phasized? Is the curriculum properly balanced so as to give
the most effective training to -p^ne-nr^ntive missionaries as
well as pastors? Are the courses of study here really prac
tical? Are pastors being sent out with a real missionary
vision? How do the various Mission Foard'? evaluate the work
of our alumni serving with them?
In order to secure somewjr^at complete answers to these
and other questions . and ^n order to draw conclusion? post'^-
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lated on the opinions of more than just one student, this
study assumes the form of a survey. Material has been ga
thered from literally around the world, and from all over the
United States, Six hundred questionnaires were sent to alumni
pastors; eighty-two questionnaires v/ere sent to alumni mis
sionaries; fourteen mission boards were consulted; and cor-
respondenf^-e was carried on xrith, among others, Dr. R. Pierce
Beaver, president of the Missionary Research Library, and
Dr. Wilber C. Harr, secretary of the Association of Missions
Professors.
It is hoped that this survey T.irlll serve the dual pur
pose of encouraging the facu.lty and administration of Asbury
Theological S^^r^inary in their noble task of training a "sanc
tified, Spirit- filled evanp;elistic ministry, "17 and pointin?7,
out possible ways in which the outreach of the school might
be enlarged.
IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Missions, Though often conveying a broader meaning
"missions", for this study, will be expressly understood to
mean Christian work established outside of the continental
United States, mere "mission" work here in the United States
17 "Alms and Designs", Bulletin of Asbury Theological
Seminary , (June. 1954), p. 12.
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is alluded to the term "home missions" will be used.
Alumni. Where used alone, the term "alumni" will re
fer exclusively to alumni of Asbury Theological Seminary,
Statistics including Asbury College alumni are nowhere used.
Board. Unless specified otherwise, "board" will in
variably mean Mission Board in this study.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF MISSIONARIES
It is generally acknov;ledged that surveys of mispion-
aries are undertaken with little hope of a large response.
A 30 per cent return of questionnaires is considered satis
factory, while 40 per cent is good. It speaks well of th^
Asbury a.lumni, therefore, that this survey can report a 61.4
per cent return. As good as this is, it is of course regret-
able that reports from all the alumni could not be included
in this paper.
It v/ould be impracticable to treat each missionary
separately, except in a tabular review, so selection has been
made from the various fields of outstanding achievements that
have been accomplished.
I. SURVEY OF ACTIVITIES AFD ACCOMPLISHI^NTS
Latin America. There are some twenty- txvo alumni ser
ving under ten boards in the Latin American area. Consider
able has been achieved by these missionaries, many of whom
are but "first termers".
In Guatemala an alixmnus with only a one and one-half
year tenure on the field is administrator of a "Bible Institute,
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doing all the buying of food and supplies, etc. as well as run
ning the farm. This ail in addition to language study and in
tensive evangelism.
Honduras is the field of labor of another young couple
who have been out only one and one-half years. The wife is
the alumnus in this case, and surely keeps busy. Besides her
home duties she is Director of an elementary grade school,
directs the women's work, utilizes her home economics train
ing in helping the mothers of t?ie village with their babies;
she is also Superintendent of the Sunday School. Her husband,
who attended Asbury Seminary two years, is no less busy. In
a letter explaining his work he says,
I manage the financial problems of the School, am
pastor of a congregation, have responsibility for evan
gelism of about thirty villages and towns, have charge
of administration and upkeep of four mission properties,
teach or direct the teaching of agriculture and manual
training in the school, make emergency trips to bring
in the sick to the doctors.!
There is one missionary in Honduras who can be termed
a "senior missionary", for he spent ten years there during
which time he organized and built a church in the capital city
of Belize, and established a Bible College there.
In Panama two alumni couples are ministering. One of
the men in the Canal Zone has the unique distinction of being
-'�Statement by Harlan Levsen, personal letter.
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the only full-time civilian pastor of a church on a U. S.
military reservation. In that rather difficult place of ser
vice he reports a 50 per cent increase in membership in the
two years that he has been there.
Working in Colombia is an exceptionally talented young
man. Though not very advanced in age he has served for eleven
years on this field and has accomplished much for the Kingdom.
He was the first principle of his society's Bible Seminary in
the capital city of Medellin, has composed considerable gos
pel music in Spanish, founded the Spanish edition of "Revival
Magazine", has been a member of numerous Youth for Christ
teams, evangelizing in the major republics of Central and
Western South America as well as the Caribbean, is Director
of the work of his board in Colombia, and v/as the author of
the Oriental Missionary Society native church constitution
in Spanish.
Brazil claims the largest number of alumni in Latin
America, five of them serving under three different boards.
Again "new" missionaries are encountered, the one with the
longest time on the field having served but three and one-half
years. However, it should be stated that two of the mission
aries, though new, are not "green", since they vrere trans
ferred to Brazil from other fields.
One "new" and "green" missionary in Brazil has had the
very heavy responsibility of surveying different situations,
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picking out and purchasing property for and actually begin
ning construction of a Bible Seminary, which he promoted and
established single-handedly. Even with the heavy demands
made upon him by as ambitious a program as this is, he has
found time to be the mission Treasurer, Youth Director, and,
to itinerate close to one thousand mile per month.'
In Bolivia is an alumnus (the only one in this country)
who is a veteran missionary'" and is now engaged in teaching in
a Bible School, building, and evangelism. In his first term
on the field he literally hacked out a mission station in
raw lunple area on the eastern slope of the Andes. The Lord
has used him in the field of evangelism during this term.
Of this he says,
The Lord gave us the privilege of a preaching tour
in Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil in the Fall of 1953
where we had some thirty -three services in the month and
a half. Also we had some three weeks of evangelistic
effort in Honduras in August of '^4. The Lord has led
me to a definite holiness ministry and has blessed and
given souls all along the way. We cive Him all the
praise for all things. ^
The Caribbean area is not without Asbury alumni either.
In Cuba a young couple is working energetically in the build
ing of several churches in Cascorro, Camaruey, and ^^^'atanzos .
On the Island of Jamaica a young man who has been in the v.^ork
only about a year and eight months is already Principal of a
^Statement by Marshal Cavit, questionnaire.
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Bible School. Besides this he supervises fifteen churches,
preaching one to three tines each Sunday, and supervises and
assists in the actual building of new churches. Grand CavTian
Island, in the British' We^t Indies, also claims an Asbury
couple who are majorino- on preachin?:: but who also have charge
of keeping the physical eauipmer.t running smoothly.
Europe . Only in the ancient little land of Greece
are alumni v/orking as missionaries in Eurone. Though there
have been tv'o working in Athens . one has recently returned
to America after having served for three and a half years.
The one v;ho remains has done a tremendous job of Gospel dis
tribution, for he has been directly responsible for the nlac-
ing of 1,777,500 Gospel portions and two million tracts in
that land. Much of this work has been in the army camps,
pra^ctically every soldier in the Greek ari'v havinp- been con
tacted with the Gospel in some form. This has not, however,
been the extent of his work. He established a Bible School
and built three churches, in which he now preaches and teaches.
He is responsible for his board's v.^ork in the entire country
of Greece and consequently feels very keenly the handicap of
lack of nersonnel.
Africa. Nineteen alumni are v/orking under six dif
ferent mission boards on the "dark continent", being used of
the Lord in a real way to dispel the darkness of their areas.
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Proceeding from north to south on the continent, Egypt
is the first land encountered where alumni are v'orking. Two
couples are working in the city of Assiut, one having been
there .lust a year and the other since 1938. The new couple
is still in the process of learning the language, and they
are eagerly anticipating the day when they can use it fluently
to proclaim the gospel -^.torv. The senior missionary is a
busy man. He is Superintendent of all thp ^-^ork of his church
in Egypt and principal of their Bible School there in Assiut.
This school is the direct result of his vision and Igbor. He
also engages in considerable evangelism, necessarily limited
to week-end campaigns.
In French West Africa a young couple is engaged in
pioneer work. They are laborinr energetically, though cau
tiously, among the Hausa and Tuareg tribes, seeking primarily,
this far, to win the confidence and learn the language of these
people. He reports a real accomplishment In being able to say,
"We have made friends or agonal tances of all the Tuare??
chi-^fp in our area and have made a general survev of the en
tire area. "3 They have also been ep+.riblishlng their station
there and holding regular services for interested nationals.
Reports from three of the six alumni working in the
^Statement by Harrison Davidson, ouestionnaire.
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Belgian Congo Indicate a remarkable piece or work being done
for the Lord In that country. One of the ^nen Is Superinten
dent of the Sandoa district. Is director of the several vil
lage schools, Is Professor of Bible in the Pedagogy school,
and Is Assistant Industrial Director. His wife (an Asbury
Collere alumnus) directs the PriraarA/- School on the station
and is Director of Women and G-irl's Work. The other man re
porting from the Congo seems to have Aajored more on evangel
ism and has had the joy of seeing hundreds of people won to
Christ and numbers of new churches established. However, at
different times he also has been Principal of the station and
district schools. Director of Boy ' s Boarding Department,
District Superintendent, and' conference missionary school In
spector. The third report from this area comes from a nurse
who received her M.R.E. from this school. Her work has been
unusually heavy since the station doctor was forced to return
home because of illness. She still, however, maintains a
baby and prenatal- clinic, and holds some French classes, for
aspiring African medics, in addition to her regular dispen
sary work. Occasionally she has the added responsibility of
petting emergency cases to the government hospital forty-five
miles away.
In Angola one couple is primarily working out in rural
areas some of which had never before been touched by nisslon-
aries. li/hile on the mission station he taught in the Bible
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School, handled much of the administrative work, and was
part-time station Director.
From Southern Rodesia come returns much like those from
the Congo, three out of the six working there reporting. Here
again an alumnus occupies the important position of District
Superintendent, this one being in charge of forty churches,
seven ordained ministers, four evangelists, and over one hun
dred local preachers. In addition to this large district,
this man is charged with the supervision of thirty-eight gov
ernment primary schools. A single lady in Mutambaka is Head
mistress of the Central Primary School, which has an enroll
ment of two hundred sixty children and a staff of seven na
tionals. Beside her administrative duties she teaches several
courses in the school, and has found time to organize prayer
groups, help organize a five-year training program for Youth
Leaders, and X'frite Sunday School lessons. Another lady,
working under a different board, teaches grades six, seven,
and eight in the mission school and does evangelistic work.
It is her aim to visit the home of every student in their
school. In doing this she spends much of her week-end and
vacation time in walking miles back in to the villages. While
there she not only visits, but also conducts evangelistic
services. She happily reports that two demon-possessed women
have been delivered and are now sweet Christians.
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Finally, from the Union of South Africa, in the
southern-most part of the continent, comes the report of the
one alumnus who is serving there. He has been on the field
Just two years, but already is pastor of the "main station
church", has charge of the Boys' Hostel (sixty to eighty boys),
and is principal of their High School (one hundred ten enroll
ment). Through his ministry hundreds have sought the Lord,
with quite a few going on to the experience of sanctification.
Thus, through the anointed ministry of these conse
crated alumni, the Gospel light is shining through-out the
"dark continent" and men and women long bound with the chains
of heathenism are being set free.
Asia. Before turning to the Far East, where the
largest per cent of alumni are serving, one stop must be made
at the Near East city of Damascus. In this ancient city of
Syria a missionary couple is working with unsurpassed courage
and zeal. Amid the pressure of the ending of the fiscal year
this missiona]:y, who is in charge of all the business and ad
ministrative duties for his board in the Near East (in Pales
tine, Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon), took time to send the most
detailed report of the entire survey. This is no new mission
ary, for he and his good wife have given thirty-two years of
their lives to the work there. His duties are so numerous
that they shall not be delineated. Suffice it to say that he
does about three men's work. The story of his labors, however.
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is so interesting that it simply mmt be included in this
report.
On our arrival on the field we were appointed to the
Beersheba Station.- We were supposed to do full time
Language study with periodical lessons in and under the
direction of the Newman's School of Oriental Languages
and Religions.
There was a boys' and girls' school on the compound
and a church with three services a week. The tribes in
the desert and plains from Hebron to the Sinai Peninsula
were a constant call for our time. At first we itiner
ated on horse and camel and then were able to get a
motorcycle. Mrs. Breaden held the baby in her lap and
our second daughter rode in the rumble seat. Our old
est daughter rode tandem on the motorcycle. Later we
had the luxury of a Mod^l T, which we practically
wrecked on one Itinerary into the Arabian Desert.
We moved from Beersheba to Jerusalem to complete our
language study. From Jerusalem we made two Itineraries
into the Nejd Arabia and our farthest point was El Joff
in the Wady Sirhan. We visited tribes enroute. We then
moved to the border oasis of Maan where we could follow
up the contacts made and be nearer for further itinerar
ies. We then made another expedition to the El Joff
District and on to Telma. Each itinerary covering some
two months of time. A fourth Itinerary was made into
the Hajaz Arabia. The first part of the journey from
Aquaba was made by camel caravan and continued by sail
boat. Our farthest point visited was Jiddah. Another
itinerary started at Aquaba but on the opposite side of
the gulf we visited the tribes and villages of Sinai,
and spent some time at St. Catharine at the foot of Sinai.
Many other itineraries on camel caravan among the
tribes, oases and villages proved fruitful. Mrs. Breaden
accompanied us on one extended itinerary on camel and on
frequent shorter excursions among the tribes. Mrs.
Breaden vrlth a two months' old baby accompanied me to
a dirty villa-ge on the border of one of our districts and
we took up residence there. The doctor forbade us to
cool the bath water for the baby's bath from the drink
ing water of the village v/hich was from a stagnate pool
where the water stood for a year. It was refilled once
a year. We drank mostly rainwater from a cistern on the
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compound and hauled fresh water periodically from a city
25 kilometers away. There was no market in the village.
The nearest stores were also 25 kilometers away. This
is now one of our main stations and was the first step
in an advance to occupy one of the largest cities. (I
drank frequently from the above mentioned pool in order
not to offend).
These months and years with the people have helped in
the language. At times where we were able to stay on a
familiar subject we have been taken for a national.
Other times it is pretty poor, we think. 4
The largest number of alumni laboring in the Far East
are located in India. Here five missionaries are working
faithfully amid growing tension. One of them with an eight-
year tenure on the field is being singularly blessed of the
Lord in the evangelistic and evangelistic singing fields. He
has started two new camp meetings and pioneered evangelistic
work in an entirely new area. In addition to his intense
evangelistic schedule (which has taken him all over India) he
has written a book in the Kanarese language, Sanctif ication,
and has published his own Kanarese song book. Another mission
ary in India, although only being at his present location a-
bout six months, is teaching in Leonard Theological College,
Jobalpur. He is also Director of Evangelism for his area.
On another district, but with the same board, is a young couple
who have seen an unusual growth in the work. The converted
villagers have been led to a place of zeal for the Lord and
4statement by George Breaden, questionnaire.
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have been inspired to build churches for themselves. On
January 3, 1954 the first church on the district was dedicated.
In just a year and two months he reports nine churches com
pleted, two in the process of building, and three more "all
ready to go". This in a land where the \fork is generally con
sidered to be slow and plodding! From another missionary
comes the report of the building of a nex-i school plant of nine
buildings. Since 1953, v^hen the school was completed, he has
been teaching there and preaching on the week-ends both in his
town and out in the district. One single lady has been of
real service to a different board in the organization of their
seminary library, and in teaching in a day school primarily
for missionai^y children.
To the war torn land of Korea four young men have gone
from Asbury Theological Seminary to face problems of which few
here in America would dream. Yet their work has been highly
praised by the personnel secretaries of their respective
mission boards. One of the men is Field Superintendent of
Korea, with all of the administrative duties this entails.
Yet, with the cooperation of the national Christians, he has
seen the establishment of nineteen orphanages, two leper
colonies, two vridows ' homes, and tv/o Christian high schools,
beside the rehabilitation of many of the war-destroyed churches.
Another young man has been engaged in much the same type of
activities, but he has also drawn plans for one hundred fifty
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churches, with some fifty of them built this year. Under a
different board another young man has opened a Bible School
in Taejon, has done extensive relief and rehabilitation work,
and has been instrumental in the establishment of nine churches
in unchurched communities.
From Japan come the reports of work being carried on by
two lady alumni and one man. All three are engaged primarily
in a teaching ministry, though, as is usually the case, week
end services are regularly conducted. One of the ladies went
into foreign mission work well equipped, for she was one of
the founders of the Oakdale Vocational School, a home missions
project in the Kentucky mountains,
A very new couple is working on the Island of Formosa.
Since they have been there but about six months they are con
centrating all their efforts on language study. The Lord
has helped them and they are grasping Mandarin with amazing
rapidity. After one month they were able to manage the non-
English-speaking servants in their home without any help.'
Australia and Oceana. There is one alumnus working,
together with his wife, on the largest island in the world.
Though not too young, still they are quite new, having been
"down under" only fourteen months. This man has the task of
supervision of all the Australian pastors of his denomination,
is Principal of Australian Bible College, and is American re
presentative to the Australian Conference .
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Two alumni are doing an extraordina^ry work on the fore
boding island of New Guinea. They are working back inland a-
mong the primitive (and sometimes vicious) Moni tribe. These
people have never had a written language, so the two alumni
that have gone there have courageously faced the task of not
only carrying the Gospel story to these savage people, but
also of reducing their language to writing. In the less than
two years that they have been there they have completed two
technical language statements on (1) phonemics, and (2) mor
phology of Moni and three adult primers. A school building
has also been completed under their able direction. They re
joice that some school boys and perhaps four or five adults
have shown evidence of being truly saved since they have been
there .
United States. Several alumni are doing missionary
v/ork here in the homeland. One men who has served on a for
eign field (in Honduras) is now working on the Mexican Border
under the supervision of another alumnus. The work of both
of these men is being represented "in the field" here in the
United States by still a third alumnus. All three are making
a notable contribution to the work of their society. From
China another missionary alumnus has returned and is now
teaching in a college at Jennings Lodge, Oregon. Two alumni
connected with a different board have returned from India and
now hold responsible positions here in this country. One is
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Prayer Circle Secretary for the entire nation and the other
Deputational Secretary. Both were seminary teachers in India,
and one was Dean of Allahabad Bible Seminary.
II. COI^iPARISON OF FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION
A comparison of the functional distribution of Asbury
Theological Seminary alumni on the mission fields with those
of other groups are presented in Table I. The figures for
the other agencies are taken from a report by the Missionary
Research Library issued in July of 1953.5 Since these are
the latest figures available in this form it is assumed that
the statistics have not changed appreciably since this bulle
tin was published. The colujnn headed "DFM" represents fig
ures for the Division of Foreign Missions of the National
Council of the Churches of Christ in the United States of
America. "EFMA" in the third column stands for the Evangeli
cal Foreign Missions Association, which is related to the
National Association of Evangelicals. The fourth column,
captioned "IFMA" represents the Interdenominational Foreign
Missions Association of North America. This group Includes
many of the "faith" and non-denominational boards. The fifth
5r. Pierce Beaver, Director of the Missionary Research
Library, "Occasional Bulletin" Vol. IV, No. 10 (New York:
Missionary Research Library, July 13, 1953)- (Mimeographed.)
TABLE I
PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ICSSIONARY ALUMNI
mna THAT OF OTHER PROTESTANT ICLSSIONARI AGENCIES
FUNCTION
ALL
PROTESTANT
AGENCIES* BOARDS
EMA
BOARDS
IMA
SOCIETIES
ASBURY
ALUMNI
Evangelists and general
church workers 58
Educators 23
Medical missionaries 13
Technical experts 3
Relief and reconstruction
workers 0,2
Business managers,
stenographers, etc, 2.5
50
29
15
3
0.3
2.7
69.2
17
11.1
1.5
82.4
6.8
5
2
3.8
B
37.5 0
T 32.5
H
18.75
1.25
6.25
3.75
* does not include column five , "Asbury Alumni" .
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column is self-explanatory. The percentages in this column
were derived from this survey and so represent 1955 figures.
As can be seen, a slight modification had to be made in order
to include the many alumni who were engaged in both evangelism
and education. Asbury alumni are conspicuously low on medi
cal work, though this is understandable in the light of the
total absence in this school of any provision for medical
study. The "Technical Experts" category has been somewhat
swelled by the inclusion in this group of those who are work
ing in linguistics and primitive language reduction, for they
are not educators in the true sense of the word. It should
be stated that every single alumnus, regardless of classifi
cation, does some definite evangelistic work too. Further
more, although the missionaries in Korea are first and fore
most preachers, yet they have also done a great deal of "Re
lief and Reconstruction" work.
III. COMPARISION OF GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
A comparison of the geographical distribution of the
alumni with that of the same agencies as above is presented
in Table II. The statistics from this Table are derived from
the same sources as those of Table I.
Perhaps the greatest contrast in the Table is to be
foiind, of all places, in the "miscellaneous" line. This
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relatively high percentage Is due primarily to the fact that
returned missionaries (some temporarily on furlough or study
ing, and others who have assumed administrative duties with
their respective boards) and Mexican Border workers were con
signed to this classification. Asbury Alumni also lead, per
centage-wise, in Europe and the Pacific and Australia. The
lag in the Southeast Asia line can be easily explained by the
presence of the Communists and the imposition of the "Bamboo
Curtain" around China and parts of Indo-China. For the most
part, however, the distribution of Asbury Alumni around the
world follows fairly closely that of all agencies carrying the
G-ospel light to a dark world.
IV. SUMMARY OF ALL MISSIONARIES
Since only a little more than half of the alumni re
sponded to the questionnaire sent to them, and since as com
plete a picture of Asbury
'
s outreach is sought as is possible,
an alphabetical, tabular summary of the alumni is presented
in Table III. All of the Mission Boards were contacted for
this information. To each Board v/as sent the names of the
alumni serving with them with the request that the Personnel
Secretary fill in the following items in the appropriate blanks
after each name: (1) field, (2) number of terms, (3) type of
work doing, (4) evaluation of work, and (5) present address.
TABLE II
PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MISSIONARY ALUMNI
VJITH THAT OF OTHER PROTESTANT MISSIONARY AGENCIES
ALL
LOCATION PROTESTANT DEM EFMA IMA ASBURY
AGENCIES* BOARDS BOARDS SOCIETIES ALUMNI
Africa, S. of the Sahara 23.8 24.1 32.3 33.7 24.39
N. Africa and Near East 5 7 0.7 1.7 1.22
India, Pakistan, Ceylon 16.8 21.5 16.7 9 13.42
Southeast Asia 9.1 9 5 5 1.22
East Asia 13.8 15 13.5 9.6 13.42
Pacific and Australia 2 2 2.1 0 6.1
Latin America and W, Indies 26.1 17.5 28 39.2 29.27
Europe 1.5 1 1.1 1.6 2.43
Miscellaneous 1.8 2.7 0.4 0.1 8.53
* does not include colxnnn five, "Asbury Altunni".
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From these blanks Table III was compiled. Just one or two
boards failed to return the blanks sent them, so the informa
tion on nine almni was obtained, where any was obtainable,
from other sources. The matter of evaluation is discussed be
low and for obvious reasons is deleted from the tabular sum
mary.
V. MISSION BOARD EVALUATIONS
Although the efforts of the Asbury Alumni on the field
seem very outstanding to those corjiected with this school,
the possibility of looking through prejudiced eyes is always
present. An effort was made, therefore, to obtain some kind
of evaluation of their effectiveness on the field from more-
or-less impartial sources. Since it was imparative that
these people actually be in a position to give a valid evalu
ation, the Personnel Secretaries of the various Boards were
decided upon. Therefore, along with the other information
asked of them, as Indicated above, they were also asked to
"rate the effectiveness of the missionaries. . .using the
following symbols: A-above average, B�average, C=�below aver
age."^ Although it is freely granted that this evaluation is
an oversimplification, yet, the thought was that the Secre
taries might be more willing to make a general evaluation of
this sort than they would to go into details about their
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF ALL MISSIONARY ALUMNI
Name Board Field Type of Work Terns
Adams ,
Evyn A. Methodist Japan
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Anderson,
Loren E,
Primitive
Methodist Guatemala
Preaching
Teaching 1
Anderson
M. Myrtle
Free
Methodist Japan Educational 1
Beller
Doris R. Methodist (no report)
Bell,
Otis �. Methodist Okinawa Evangelistic 1
Boss ,
Charles L. Methodist Pakistan
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Bowen,
Don H.
Free
Methodist Brazil
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Brabon,
Harold A. O.M.S. Colombia
Teaching
Evangelistic 2
Brabon,
Margaret O.M.S. Colombia
Teaching
Evangelistic 2
Breaden,
George , W. CM.A. Syria
Evangelistic
Administrative
"since
1923"
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Bromley,
H. Myron CM.A. New Guinea
Linguistics
Evangelistic 1
Brown,
Devee W.G.M. Mexican Border Evangelistic 1
Browning,
David F. Nazarene Br. Honduras
Director of
Bible School 2
Carver,
E. Earl Church of God Cuba Evangelistic 1
Cavit,
C . Marshall W.G.M. Bolivia
Educational
Evangelistic 2
Cooke,
Norman E.
Hoi. Movement
Ch. of Canada Egypt
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Culver,
Maurice Methodist So. Rhodesia Evangelistic 2
Davidson,
Harrison
Sudan Inter
ior Mission
French West
Africa Evangelistic 1
Davis ,
Joseph M. Methodist
(furlough) Educational
Belgian Congo Administrative 1
Davis ,
William D. Methodist Belgian Congo Evangelistic 1
Dayhoff,
Paul S. Nazarene
Union of
So. Africa Teacher 1
Dennis ,
Louis Methodist
Sarawak
(Borneo) Evangelistic 3
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De Rulter,
Wllllaja Methodist
Belgian
Congo
Industrial
Evangelistic 6
Diavastes ,
Marcus Z, O.M.S.
(furlough)
Greece
Teaching
Evangelistic 1
Elkjer,
Charles B. O.M.S. Brazil
Teaching
Evangelistic 1
Elliot, Mr.
Mrs , Gene
&
Methodist (no report)
Enright ,
Kenneth D. Methodist
( furlough )
Belgian Congo Evangelistic 1
Erny,
Eugene A, O.M.S. United States
President
of Society -
Folsom,
Frances R.
Free
Methodist So. Rhodesia Educational 1
Fritzlan,
Leslie Nazarene
India
(Just resigned)
Field
1 Sup ' t 2
Geyer,
Robert R. W.G.M. Bolivia
Evangelistic
Educational 2
Glilam,
William A. O.M.S. Colombia
Director
of Field 2
Grave s ,
Samuel R. Nazarene Am. Indians Pastor
Haines,
Meredith C. O.M.S. Korea Teaching 1
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Haines,
Paul �, O.M.S, Korea Teaching 1
Hamilton,
Lester I. W.G.M. India
Teaching
Bible College 1
Har*per,
Kenneth E. Methodist
(furlough)
So. Rhodesia Evangelistic 1
Hedge s ,
Lewis C, Jr. W.G.M.
Belgian
Congo
Teaching
Evangelistic 1
Helsby ,
Meredith O.M.S,
India
U.S,A,
Prayer Circle
Secretary 2
Hill,
Howard 0,M.S. Brazil
Teaching
Business 2
Holloway,
Paul B, Methodist Canal Zone Pastor 1
Hough,
James C. E.U.B. Brazil Evangelistic 1
Kenny,
Lome M.
Hoi. Movement
Oh. of Canada Egypt
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Kilbourne,
Edwin W. O.M.S. Korea
Sup't of
Field 2
Kilbourne,
Ernest J. O.M.S. Japan Evangelistic 2
Kilbourne,
J. Elmer O.M.S. Korea
Teaching
Evangelistic 2
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Kins,
G. Wesley
Free
Methodist (under appointment to Brazil)
Kirkpatrick,
Virgil ( retired)
Kuba,
David W.G.M. Japan
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Lane,
Anna Bell Methodist Costa Rica - -
Lanham,
Raymond E. Methodist India Evangelistic 1
Larson,
Go2?don CM. A. New Guinea
Linguistics
Evangelistic 1
Leach,
Keith A. Methodist India Evangelistic 1
LeMasters,
E. E. Methodist
Angola,
Africa Evangelistic 1
Levsen,
Doris
Evangelical
and Reformed Honduras
Home Economist
Evangelistic 1
Luttrell,
Esther W.G.M.
Belgian
Congo Nurse 1
Maitland,
Fred Methodist Brazil Evangelistic 1
Maring,
Robert M. Methodist Pakistan Evangelistic 1
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Mattke, Wesleyan Teaching
Robert A. Methodist Australia Supervisory 1
Miller,
Alpha J. Methodist
Angola
Africa
Domestic
Science 5
Moon,
William Rex Methodist India Evangelistic 1
Moore ,
Howard W.
Friends
(Ohio) Formosa
Evangelistic
Youth Work 1
McClain,
Dale O.M.S.
India
U.S.A.
Deputational
Secretary 1
Newton,
Earl W.G.M. U.S. Field Worker lyr.
Noah,
Raymond Methodist
Angola
Africa Evangelistic 1
Otto , Grace
and Vivian Methodist So. Rhodesia Educational 1
Overmyer,
Elmer E. E.U.B. Philippines Educational 3
Owsley,
Bettie O.M.S. Brazil Teaching 1
Owsley,
Clarence T. , Jr. O.M.S. Brazil
Teaching
Evangelistic 1
Pappas ,
Paul J. O.M.S. Greece
Sup't of
Field 2
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Pelfrey,
R, Glenn
Miss'y Bands
of the World Jamaica
Bible School
Teacher 1
Penner,
Era N. Methodist (re signed)
Purvlance,
Jay C. Methodist Brazil Evangelistic 1
Rees,
Oscar �. Methodist India
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Reeve ,
Charles �. Methodist
Belgian
Congo Evangelistic 1
Reid,
Pearl M.
Free
Methodist Japan
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Reitz,
Walter K, Methodist Panama
Evangelistic
Educational 1
Rice,
Karl K. W.G.M. India
Building
Evangelistic 3
Rogers ,
A. Christine O.M.S. India Teaching 1
Royster,
D. Powell Methodist Costa Rica
Educational
Evangelistic 2
Rutherford,
Vincent A, Methodist
(appointed)
India
Educational
Evangelistic -
Scott,
Roland Methodist India
Educational
Evangelistic 3
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Seamends,
J. T. Methodist India Evangelistic 2
Shafer,
Carl D. Methodist Cuba
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Shingledecker,
Harold J, W.G-.M.
Belgian
Congo Evangelistic 2
Steiner,
Albert W.G.M. Mexican Border Teaching 2
Stine ,
Ovid A. Methodist So. Rhodesia
Educational
Evangelistic 1
Stokes,
Charles D, Methodist Korea Evangelistic 2
Taylor,
James
Free
Methodist (under appointment to Formosa)
Towns ley ,
Hendrix Methodist India
Educational
Evangelistic 3
Walker,
Marion L.
Pilgrim
Holiness
Grand Oaymon
B.W.I.
General
Missionary 1
Wesche ,
Kenneth P. W.G.M.
China
U.S.A. Teaching 3
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personnel.
It vfould seem correct to assume that a large majority
of the missionaries would fall into the "B" bracket. Then,
according to an average "curve", there should be approxi
mately the same number of "G's" as there are "A's". This,
however, is not the case. The eighty-two missionaries in
quired about were rated as follows: twenty-eight were rated
A, thirty-three were rated B, five were rated C, and sixteen
were not rated.
According to this brief survey it v/ould seem that
Asbury alumni are well regarded in the official circles of
their denominations and boards. It can well be a source of
encouragement to the faculty and administration of the Semi
nary to note how many of its alumni are considered as defin
itely "above average" in calibre of work done.
VI. DECADE STUDY
In concluding this survey of the missionary acti-^'-ities
of the alumni of this school, a brief statement is offered
concerning the per cent of graduates that have gone into mis
sionary v;ork during the past three decades of her historj'".
During the first decade, from 1924-1933, eighty-six scholars
were graduated with seven going into missionary service or
8.1 per cent of the total. From 1934-1943, one hundred fifty-
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six graduated with eighteen missionaries among their numbers;
these constituted 11.5 per cent. In the most recent decade,
1944-1953, five hundred ninety-five have graduated. Sixty-
five have entered missionary work, making 10.9 per cent. On
first thought it might seem that the Seminary has lost some
of her missionary vision, since there is a sllglit decrease
in the ratio of missionaries going out. This, however, is
not necessarily the case. This last decade has seen the
v/orld struggling through dark and turbulent days. Vast areas
have been closed to the Gospel, and many missionaries have
been forced home. In the light of these facts it is rather
amazing that such a slight decrease was registered (six tenths
of one per cent).
CHAPTER III
SURVEY OF PASTORS
If this survey should end i^rith a delineation of the
work being carried forward by the alumni of this school v;ho
are actually serving as missionaries overseas, it would pre
sent a graphic, but incomplete, picture of the missionary
outreach of Asbury Theological Seminary. As was seen in
Chapter I, every person who would enter full-time Christian
service must honestly face the question of whether or not the
Lo3?d would have him serve on some foreign mission field. The
pastor feeling called to minister here in the United States
is not automatically thereby released from all obligations
to the G-reat Commission. Rather, his task is clearly defined
for him. The home church is in a very real sense the life
line of the whole missionary enterprise. When a pastor here
in America fails to catch the vision, when his background
and training has not sufficiently motivated and equipped him
for his important role as "life-line tender", some soul in a
far-distant land may languish for want of the Gospel. It is
the purpose of this chapter, therefore, to ascertain the de
gree to v;hich this school is sending out a missionary-minded
pastorate; to discover vrhether or not the training received
here is such that the graduates take with them a genuine
r* r-
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passion for the souls of not only the people on their im
mediate parish, hut also the people a-round the world who are
still waiting to hear for the first time the "good tidings
of great joy."
Figures are apt to be arbitrary and misleading things.
Hovrever, if they are used with caution, and are properly
qualified (especially important in this phase of the survey)
they provide one of the quickest means of getting an over-all
composite view of a given situation, such as the one at hand.
The statistics in this section are derived from 355 question
naires that were completed and returned from alumni pastors.
Missionary sermons preached. The first question
asked these men was "Approximately how many missionary ser
mons did you preach during the last year?" Unfortunately,
several of the pastors mistook the restricted sense in which
a "missionary sermon" was meant in the question, so answered,
"all of them," or "most of them are missionary in spirit."
It is, of course, true that this matter of a spirit of missions
being brought into many sermons that don't actually have the
Macedonian Call as their text should not be over-looked. Un
doubtedly some of the preachers bring a missionary illustra
tion or reference of some kind into practically every sermon
they deliver. Nevertheless, every pastor should devote
several sermons a year to a specific treatment of this vital
matter, both to kindle a real concern in his people for the
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souls of the lost, and in order to enlarge their vision of
the need of financial support of the missionaries. During
the past year the 355 pastors preached some 1,501 missionary
semons, or an average of just over four each. A missionary
message once a quarter might seem good, but vrhen considered
as just four sermons out of the 104 preached during the year,
it assumes quite insignificant proportions.
"Church budget and per cent to missions. Though rela
tively few Asburians are serving v;hat could really be called
wealthy churches, yet the churches reporting on this survey
had a total combined budget of |5, 084, 074. last year. This
represents quite a sizeable amount of money to invest in the
work of the Kingdom. In the light of the statement of the
Master that "where your treasure is, there will your heart
be also," it is assumed ligitimate to ircuire as to the plac3-
ment of this- money; to note the amount sent out to the re
gions beyond and the amount retained for use in the home
church. It is of course clearly recognized that there are
many local obligations placed upon every church which must
first be met, but one test of the outreach and vision of any
congregation is to see how much they gave to the vital world-
ministry of the Church over and above these obligations.
After ascertaining the amount of the budget for the last
fiscal year, therefore, the o^uestion, "Waat per cent, or how
much went to missions?" Again there was some discrepancy in
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the interpretation of the word "missions", some pastors taking
this to mean all benevolences. However, when considering the
"mission specials," all the monies raised by the women's
societies, etc., the figures are probably very near to being
accurate.
The three largest denominational groups served by
alumni are delineated separately, the rest being combined
under "miscellaneous." Of the 355 churches reporting, 272
are Methodist, thirty-seven Free Methodist, sixteen are
Evangelical United Brethren, and '"miscellaneous" is comprised
of the following:
DENOMINATION NUiyiBER OF CHURCHES
Brethren in Christ 2
Christian 1
Christian and Missionary Alliance 2
Church of Ood 2
Community 1
Congregations.l 2
Congregational Christian 1
Evangelical Mennonite 3
Evangelical Methodist 5
Filipino Assembly 1
Friends 4
Methodist-Congregational Federated 1
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Naza.rene 3
Pilgrim Holiness 1
Presbyterian 1
Southern Baptist 1
Wesleyan Methodist 9
TOTAL CHURCHES
All the Methodist churches had a combined budget of
14,267,973. The survey showed that 13.6 per cent of this
amount went to missions (and benevolences), or approximately
$580,444.33. Of the |232,004. raised by the Free Methodist,
8.2 per cent, or |19,024.33, went to missions. The Evangeli
cal United Brethren had combined budgets totaling $172,839.
of which 15.8 per cent, or |27,308.56 went to mission work.
The miscellaneous group had combined budgets of |4ll,258.
They gave 18,9 per cent to missions, or |77,727.76. This
makes a combined total of approximately |704,504. The aver
age amount given to mission by all churches reporting is
14.1 per cent of their budgets. It seems that this figure
might V7ell be considerably higher than it is (with some
churchmen declaring that it should be fifty per cent "as much
spent on others as on ourselves"). This amount represents
about I5.I7 per member per year given to this most vital
task of the Church of the Living God, the propagation of the
Gospel throughout the world. Although it is again an over
simplification, yet the thought of people attending the churches
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of alumni of Asbury Theological Seminary and contributing
only forty-three cents a month to missions should be a matter
of concern to the administration of this school as well as the
pastors.
In the matter of total contributions to the Church by
members, figured on the basis of budget divided by members,
alumni-pastored churches are slightly under the national
average. The national average stands at |4l.94, while the
alumni churches contributed $37.29 per member. Looking at the
three denominations mentioned above, the survey reveals that
the Evangelical United Brethren churches exceed their national
average |52.86 to $46.52; the "Asbury" Methodists contributed
$34.02 as compared to their national average of |31.57; and
the Free Methodists drop below their national average of
I194.79 (and they led the nation in per member total contri
butions last year with this figure) to #157.39.-^
Church membership. A further statement concerning the
membership of the churches pastored by alumni might be in
order. As was noted above, the 355 churches reporting have
a total membership of 136,310. Individual membership runs
��-National statistics from, Benson Y. Landis, Yearbook
of American Churches, 1955 edition. (New York: Central
Department of Publication and Distribution of the National
Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., 1954), p. 281.
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the gamut in size. The largest and the smallest are both
Methodist. The honor of being the smallest goes to a church
in Ohio with seven members. The largest is in Minnesota.
It has 5,100 members. It might indicate to some small degree
the confidence placed in Asbury alumni by the various Confer
ences to note that among the churches pastored by Asbury men
are twenty-two that have memberships of over one thousand,
seven of over two thousand, and two over three thousand. It
is very encouraging to note also that some of these very large
churches are among the heaviest contributors to missions;
percentage-wise as well as in actual dollars and cents.
Missionaries supported. Working towards a specific
goal is always better than working for a vague principle. It
has been repeatedly demonstrated that a church that has as
sumed the support of a missionary on the field has little
trouble in maintaining a missionary fervor. Subscriptions
for missions are more easily obtained, and a burden for the
lost is usually greater. The question "Does your church
support a missionary?" w^as therefore asked each pastor con
tacted. Because of the denominational policies many pastors
did not seem to consider support of individual missionaries
possible. In very few cases, however, would this be true,
for almost invariably support of a missionary would be allowed
under a "missions special", if nothing else. The survey pro
duced the following results:
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Two hundred seventy-four churches reported no mission
aries supported at alii Eighteen are supporting one each;
two are supporting two; one is supporting three; and three
are suporting four. Although these are all that are as-
siiming the entire support of missionaries, there are some
sixty churches that contribute directly toward some mission
ary's support, or are assiMing the payment for the education
of some native young people, etc. This is not exactly a re
cord of which to be proudi
Missionary Conventions. Missionary Conventions have
traditionally been one of the finest media for the promotion
of missionary spirit and zeal in the local church. More than
one minister, working in a church that seemed to be "dying
on its feet," has brought new life and zeal to the members
by engaging two or three dynamic missionary speakers to come
and hold a week-end Convention or Rally in his church. Ques
tion five on the questionnaire, therefore, read "Do you have
an annual missionary convention or rally in your church?"
Two hundred twelve answered "no", though fifty-nine did say
that they were trying to promote one. One hundred forty-three
of the pastors could answer "yes" to the question. However,
it is feared that a few of these might be little more than the
annual women's society program.
A separate question was asked regarding the nimber of
missionary speakers the pastors had had in their churches in
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the past year. This question revealed that 307 churches had
had a total of 840 missionaries. Forty-three churches had
had none at all. This would mean an over-all average of 2.3
missionary speakers per church.
Young people called. As necessary as the dollars of
the home church are to the on-going of the v^ork of the King
dom, the very greatest contribution the Church can make is
her young people. A church scarcely can experience a greater
joy than to see some of her own number actually go to minister
to some of the Master's "other sheep". An "acid test" of how
convincingly the cause of missions is presented in the church
might well be to discover how many have heard and answered
the call to service and have volunteered for work on some
mission field. This question of how many young people had
been called to missionary service was not limited to just the
last year, but was asked of the ministers in regard to their
entire ministry at their present church. The survey revealed
that in 221 churches no young people had been called at all.
One hundred thirty-four churches, hov/ever, reported a total
of 247 called. Of course, in all probability only a relatively
small per cent of these will actually get to the "field", but
a pastor has clearly dispatched his obligation when he has so
infused into his people the spirit of missions that some of
them have actually felt the call of God to full-time service
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pressed home upon them. It is obviously not the responsibi
lity of the pastor to see the young person all the way to
the field. Confronting his people with the cause of mis
sions is one thing, as for the individual called maintaining
a complete dedication and seeing his call to full fruition
is quite another-
CHAPTER IV
SUGGESTIONS FOR CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT
Realizing the hazards inherant in making recommenda
tions to a group who have made curriculm study and improve
ment a life- long task, and realizing further that no layman
can fully appreciate the problems and limitations faced by
the administrative body of a Theological Seminary, a few
observations and suggestions are, nevertheless, herewith res
pectfully submitted.
I. FROM MISSIONARIES�BACKGROUND
In the questionnaires were several items designed to
obtain a concensus of opinion from the missionaries of the
adequacy of the training obtained at Asbury Theological Semi
nary for their work on the field.
Adequacy of training. The first of these questions
was the "point-blank" one: "Was the training you received
at Asbury adequate for your present needs?" In response to
this query eighteen said "yes", eight said "no", and three
were left blank. 'The largest number, however, twenty-three ,
gave yes and no answers of which these two are representative:
"Fairly adequate, but weak in some areas"; "Only theologi
cally and spiritually speaking was it adequate."
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Other schools . The second question in this section
asked if any further schooling was taken after leaving Asbury.
This of course would at least partially indicate the feeling
of need of more preparation than was obtained here. Twenty-
four alumni did go on to other schools, with the Kennedy
School of Missions at Hartford being most often chosen. It
must not be assumed, however, that it was mere dissatisfaction
with Asbury Seminary that prompted these to take further train
ing, for until the Chair of Missions is established Asbury
Seminary will not presume to be a real missionary training
institution.
Inadequate preparation. "in what area did you feel the
least prepared when you arrived on the field (other than
language)?" was asked next. As might be expected, quite a
variety of answers were submitted. They can be summarized
as follows (sometimes more than one appearing on a blank):
FIELD NUMBER OF TI14ES LISTED
Bible 9
Religious and cultural understanding of nationals . . 9
Business administration 8
Teaching 7
Industrial arts 5
Preaching and evangelism 4
Pastoral service 3
Miscellaneous� implicitly religious items 7
� implicitly secular items 7
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Adequate preparation. The logical question to follow
the one above was, "in what area did you feel the best pre
pared?" The results are given below. It is interesting to
note that preparation in Biblical subjects ranks high on
both lists, possibly indicating their vital importance in
missionary work. Both their presence and absence in the
educational background of the missionary are keenly felt.
FIELD ]>IUI�ER OF TIMES LISTED
Preaching and evangelism 14
Bible and Bible teaching 10
Theology 9
Business and administration , 5
Teaching 4
Spiritual foundation 3
Christian education 2
Miscellaneous 14
Best "major" for missionary work. "if you 'had it to
do over again' , which courses v/ould you major in here in
seminary (e.g. English Bible, Philosophy, Greek, etc.)?" was
also asked of the missionaries. The answers were very inter
esting, and emphasized very drsmaticaily the position taken
by this paper that the pure Bible courses stand at the very
center of all missionary preparation and work. The figures
in this list are comparatively more, the reason being that
most of the missionaries listed more than one field of
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concentration. The results are as follows:
FIELD MJMBER OF TllffiS LISTED
Bible (English) 43
The ologj'' 13
Christian Education 11
Philosophy 8
New Testament 6
G-reek 4
Old Testament 4
Church History 2
Psychology 2
Miscellaneous 4
Impractical courses . The final question in this sec
tion asked the missionaries to honestly Indicate what course
or courses, they had had here in seminary that were proving
impractical for missionary work. Twenty-seven stated that
none were, six thought that some were, and seventeen elected
not to answer, or could not remember. Those named as being
Impractical were the ones geared primarily to pastoral activi
ties here in the United States e.g. pastoral psychology and
some Christian Education courses thct deal more v;lth large
church programs. It must be added, however, that some have
expressed the opinion that because of the varied nature of
missionary work no course is a complete waste.
II. FROM MISSIONARIES�SUGG-ESTIONS
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It goes almost without saying that the alumni of this
school would like to see a Department of Missions established
here. In a regular Theological Seminary, where the main em
phasis is obviously on preparing men for pastoral leadership,
sufficient courses on missions and related subjects would
hardly be practicable outside of a separate department.
Until the time that this department, with its several
courses, will be a reality here at Asbury, every effort should
be extended to add two or three courses of primary importance
to prospective missionaries. Thirty-nine of the missionaries
expressed the opinion that a course in phonetics would be
extremely valuable, and a few have gone so far as to say this
subject "most decidedly" should be offered here. Another
course suggested very frequently was first aid, with anthro
pology receiving but two less "votes". These three, then
according to the work of those actually out in the field,
should be added to the curriculum as soon as possible. Those
people going on to special scho.ols before going to the mission
field are still in the minority, so the absence of these things
constitute a real gap in their educational equipment and back
ground.
There were courses too numerous to mention suggested
for inclusion in a Department of Missions. Most of them
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dealt with practical subjects, such as architecture, book
keeping, carpentry, etc. and courses having to do with the
cultural and religious backgrounds of the various peoples and
nations.
All the way through the questionnaires, the impression
v/as strongly conveyed that more emphasis should be placed on
the practical (in all departments) and less on the theoretical.
For just one example, several times more actual, practical
things were recommended such as chalk- talks and the use of
audio-visual aids.
III. FROM COI-IPARISON OF OTHER SEMINARIES
Before some final conclusions are dravm, one further
line of inquiry will be pursued. The program of Asbury Theo
logical Seminary is compared with that of ninety-six of the
107 seminaries th�-t are members or associate members of the
American Association of Theological Schools. The statistics
are a summary of a survey made by Professors H. C. G-oerner
and N. A. Horner as presented to the Teachers of Missions
assembled at Louisville June 12, 1952. The only reason that
eleven seminaries were not included in the survey was that no
information was made available to the investigators by those
schools .
The first thing ascertained by the survey was whether
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or not the school had a department of missions. Fifty did,
forty-five did not. One school, the Kennedy School of Missions,
v;as not figured In with this survey because of its obvious
specialization. This survey is to see what Asbury could be
expected to do as a Theological Seminary.
Next the survey found out the number of full-time
teachers giving major time to teaching missions. Fifty-one
schools reported none, thirty-six reported one, and six re
ported two.
Next the professors found out the number of courses
in missions that were required for B.D. students or equiva
lent. Thirty-eight schools (of which Asbury was one) required
none. However, thirty- seven did require one, ten required
two, seven required three, and two even required four.
Finally, the number of elective courses in "missions
and closely related subjects" offered by the schools provide
the following results:
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS COURSES OFFERED
28 0
15 1
12 2 (Asbury
here )
12 3
3 5
3 6
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6 7
5 8
2 9
2 10
6 more than
ten
(Kennedy offers sixty-eight courses)
For a school that has graduated as many missionaries
as has Asbury Seminary, it seems that it should be farther
down this list than it is.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
General. "The whole Bible for the whole world." This
motto has been seen to be at the very heart of the purpose
of Asbury Theological Seminary. Aside from her detemination
to send forth a "spirit-filled ministry" to propagate the
Gospel through out the world, she has no real reason for ex-
istance. This survey, therefore, v;as undertaken in an effort
to ascertain the extent of this outreach, as seen not only
through an account of the work of her missionaries, but also
through a survey of the alumni pastors. The importance of
the pastor's role in this all-important task of world evangel
ism has been pointed out as clearly as possible, and the
training offered in this school to both pastors and mission
aries has been considered.
The record being written by Asburians around the world
today is one of glorious achievement in the name of the Lord.
From all corners of the globe come letters bearing testimony
to the fact that the consecrated efforts of these alumni are
being singularly blessed and used of the Lord in the further
ance of His kingdom. Every effort should be continuously ex
tended to maintain the high spiritual level in the classrooms
that in after years means so much to the alumni.
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As encouraging as the missionary survey was, there are
phases of the over-all survey that must needs "give us pause."
The pastor's survey leaves considerable to be desired. It
seems that they either have not been adequately Impressed
with the Importance of missions, or do not know how to "put
across" a vital missions program in their churches, both of
which are calamitous. Their comments seem to indicate a per
sonal concern for missions, but the statistics do not bear
them out (see Appendix G). It is feared that at least part
of this weakness can be traced back to some of the classes
in which an absolutely false motive was established for the
building of a missions program. The constraining love of
Christ, His heart, broken and bleeding for a perishing world,
and His dire need of reapers was but mentioned in passing.
The writer of this thesis himself has heard more than one
professor emphasize in class that if missions is "pushed" in
the church, its own program will be livened, its own coffers
will be enriched, and things will generally "pick up". Pre
senting a matter so close to the heart of the Father for such
selfish reasons is certainly nothing short of tragic.
Regarding curriculum. It was suggested in Chapter IV
that at least three courses be added to the curriculum as
soon as possible. Even this would conceivably take tvo or
three years to achieve. In the meantime, the conclusion of
this survey is that immediately a different core curriculum
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should he established for missionary candidates, with greater
allowance for English Bible and other courses indicated in
Chapter IV- Furthermore, some things such as pastoral psy
chology and Hymnology might well be deleted.
Another way to "fill the gap" until the Department of
Missions is established might be to allow four hours credit
in "orientation" in the missionary core curriculiim for research
papers submitted and collateral read on the cultural and reli
gious backgrounds of the country to which the candidates plan
to go.
Missions is surely not over-emphasized at Asbuiy
Theological Seminary. The Macedonian Call still rings clear
and loudly after nearly two thousand years. Each individual
graduating from here must be faced constantly and powerfully
with the urgency of the call.
The darkness of night will never overtake His church,
but as good stewards His people are to watch faithfully
and work carefully knowing that the Master cometh before
the dawning of the morning. And when He comes, that com
ing shall signal to all men the truth unchanging that
'Jesus shall reign, wheree'r the sun doth her successive
Journeys run. His kingdom spread from shore to shore,
till moons shall wax and wane no more.'l
%arold Lindsell, Missionary Principles and Practice
(New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1955) p. 357.
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
These are samples of the questionnaires sent to each
alumni pastor and missionary whose address could be procured.
They were necessarily limited in scope, and intended to be
more thought-provoking than exhaustive.
Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, Kentucky
I^ear Pastor:
I am writing my B.D. thesis here on the subject "The Missionary Outreach of Asbury Theological
Semmary." One chapter will consist of the results of this survey of our alumni to ascertain the degree to
which we are sending out a missionary -minded pastorate.
Since TIME is at a great premium may I ask your kind indulgence in getting this back to me as soon
as possible.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, and may God richly bless your ministry, giving you an
ever increasing vision of the lost billion.
In Him,
1. Approximately how many missionary sermons did you preach during the last year?
2. What was your total church buget for the past fiscal year? What percent, or
how much went to missions? $ (or % )
3. What is your church membership? Denomination?
4. Does your church support a missionary (s)? How many?
5. Do you have an annual missionary convention or rally in your church? If not are you
doing anything to promote one?
6. What missionary speakers have you had in your church during the past year?
7. Please list the names of any young people that have been "called" tomissionary service from your church:
8. Please use this space to make any comments you wish concerning the part you think our local churches
should play in the propigation of the Gospel throughout the world.
(signatin-e)
If this questionaire has been a bit embarrasing, please do not hesitate to send it in. Just do not sign it.
Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, Kentucky
Uear missionary friend.
Help! Help! I'm writing my B. D. thesis entitled "A Historical Survey of the Missionary Outreach
ofAsbury Theological Seminary," and I need your help! You see, you are the main feature of it so I would
greatly appreciate a 100% response from our alumni. Why not just sit down now and "get it done"?
Thanks! Time is at great premium.
Would you like to know some of the facts that will be "turned up"? To every missionary that co
operates I'm going to try to send a little brochure with some of the most interesting "info"-when it's done.
Thanking you in advance, I am
Yours in His glad service,
1. LOCATION
a. Is your work primarily in an urban center or out in the rural area? .
b. Have you served on this field the whole time you have been a missionary? If not, where
were you previously located?
c. How long have you been at your present location? .
2. WORK
a. What are your duties on the station?.
b. About how many miles do you travel per month?
c. Have you engaged in any pioneer work? If "yes" describe briefly:
d. Forget your modesty and tell me some of the things you've been able to accomplish-with His help-
since you've been there.
3. BACKGROUND
a. Was the training you received at Asbury adequate for your present needs?
b. Did you attend some other training school besides Asbury? If so, which one(s)?
c. In what area did you feel the least prepared when you arrived on the field (other than language)?
d. In what area did you feel the best prepared?
e. Would c. and-or d., frankly, be a direct result of your schooling here? Please explain (if
possible) .
f. Do you think that the contents of the courses you got here was sufficient to give you adequate grasp
of the material?
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g. If you "had it to do over again," which courses would you major on here in seminary (e.g., Enghsh
Bible, Philosophy, Greek, etc.)?
^- Is there any course--or courses--that stands out as being especially impractical for missionary prepara
tion? � If so, which one (s)?
4. SUGGESTIONS
a. Do you think the Seminary should offer a course in:
1. Phonetics?
2. Basic medicine?
3. First aid?
4. Anthropology?
5. Navigators Bible Memory Course?
b. Name any other courses you would like to have had before coming to the field
c. If you have any further suggestions, comments, or words of testimony �especially in regard to the
time you spent here at A.T.S. � I would be most happy to have you jot them down in the re
maining space.
Thank you and God bless you,
Harold K. French
January, 1955
APPENDIX B
Additional suggestions, comments, and words of testi
mony�especially in regards to the time spent at Asbury
Theological Seminary� selected from the missionary question
naires returned.
APPENDIX B
I appreciated my work at A.T.S. tremendously. The
godly lives of the staff were as great a challenge to me as
the subject matter. Many of the blind spots which were
evident in my student days have been corrected now, parti
cularly in the field of English Bible. The Inductive Method
of teaching Bible is so very practicable for foreign mission
ary use in Bible Seminaries. I am particularly interested
that a well planned School of Missions will be set up and
courses made available for all specifically planning for
foreign service.
I have found that an examination of the position of
"Modern Biblical Criticism" with guidance as to its short
comings and errors is essential. I am grateful for the
courses in 0. T. particularly which dealt with the critical
problems and showed that there are conservative answers to
these problems which are not less sound intellectually than
the conclusions of higher criticism.
I am glad for the years I spent at A.T.S. Although
sometimes felt I should be out in more active work rather
than keeping my nose in a book. However after arriving on
the field I feel it was certainly for the best that I at
tended A.T.S. The need for training the national worker is
tremendous. Thus one needs to have a little knowledge to
pass on to them. Of course the Spirit-filled life as em
phasized at A.T.S. is a primary need for without that the
other would be useless.
Asbury Theological Seminary gave to me a training
which has served as a sure and solid foundation for these
years here in Africa. I truly thank God for the fellowship,
teaching, atmosphere and Christian Leadership which I found
there. Christ, as a living, bright Reality was shared by
all there and that was a great faith strengthener to me. I
continually look back to those years in Asbury as the most
precious in my life and I thank God for them. Many times
when the way has been rough and the work pressing, I have
found new courage and inspiration by looking back to those
years of training, and realizing that I too, wanted to train
and lead others in the way of Christ. Asbury has indeed
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been a source of continual inspiration and blessing to me.
That School, with her high and unique emphasis on experien
tial and satisfying salvation and sanctif ication, has been
something toward which I have aimed in my school�we have
fallen far short. Asbury stands as a Beacon light to me in
a dark world showing me what can be done with a consecrated
staff willing to put Christ first.
I wouldn't exchange my years at Asbury for anything,
for it gave me a priceless heritage in a personal experience
with Christ and a clear-cut evangelical message. But at
that time it was so weak in Theology, O.T. and courses on
actual Bible content. One year at a U.P. Seminary gave me
more solid Bible than six years at Asbury. I wouln't say
this to other than those in the "Asbury family" and that I
intend in only a kindly way of pointing out what I feel to
be our most basic weakness, that of a knowledge of the Scrip
tures themselves. Our Calvinistic Seminaries and Bible
Schools turn them out knowing the Bible. Maybe most of this
is corrected today, for ours were transitional days at the
Seminary.
I greatly appreciate the emphasis on the place of the
Holy Spirit in the life of the Christian, as 1 have found
this to be the steadying influence and empowering for service
that are so necessary on the mission field.
I am grateful to A.T.S. for giving me an evangelistic
fervor and for training me in the methods of evangelism.
This came as much from the environment at Asbury and the
special meetings conducted there, as from the class-room it
self.
I am grateful for the strong grounding in evangelical
Christianity that I gained at Asbury. However, I did come
out with somewhat of a chip on my shoulder for the "liberal"
and have had to learn how to understand the liberal and work
with him, without compromising my own position.
If I had it to do over agin I would still want to take
by B.D. at A.T.S. Of course no school can offer all the sub
jects one should have for missionary work. It also depends
so much on the field one is going to. However, the one great
essential that is needed no matter what the field or the con
ditions and that is a real experience in one's own heart of
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Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, a realization that basic
ally Christ is the hope and need of all men. We have many
problems and the people have many needs but Christ is the
only answer. Asbury prepares us as no other place we have
ever been, for this supreme task. We are thankful today for
the abiding presence of Christ in our heart and life. Asbury
gave us the right foundation upon which to build "a full
Gospel that saves from all sin." Without this foundation we
would have fallen many times.
I would have appreciated more emphasis on personal
evangelism and a directed program for practical experience.
To me the challenge of our modern world is not so
much toward academic perfection or supremacy, but rather to
ward an impassioned, dynamic gospel ministry which drives
our men to do great exploits for God. I firmly believe the
Seminary should be the channel for a Spirit-illuminated
teacning ministry which will permit God to form His workers
according to Biblical patterns and in order to fulfill Bib
lical purposes. I thus feel that the Seminary should be re
freshingly a CREATIVE institution, daring to embark out on
paths which will mean conquest and achievement.
I feel that Asbury Seminary needs to provide a grand
and positive theology for its men, a glowing conception and
comprehension of Christian doctrine, founded thoroughly in
the Word, and thus equipping them to take their place in the
great Biblicist ranks, where the Word of God is the only rule
of faith and practice.
Above all I feel that Asbury Seminary should place
first and foremost in her curriculum the direct teaching of
the Word in exposition, doctrinal, and inductive studies.
Let Asbury be an EMINENTLY BIBLICAL SEMINARY. Theology should
rise out of the word instead of the Word being called in to
support preconceived theological postions.
Though I do not feel that my teaching here has yet
challenged my B.D. my thoughts and best wishes are with Asbury
Seminar^^. I thank the Lord most of all that it was there that
my theological legs hit solid ground and I walked away having
a reason for my faith. At times I think the teaching is too
much geared to stateside preaching and not to all the world,
however, missions is too departmentalized whereas it should
be considered as the main business and vision of the school.
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For we must remember that the best graduates and those who
uphold its message of holiness are those abroad, at least,
I think I've noticed that.
I have just heard from various sources that Asbury Semi
nary was rejected her accreditation once again. The primary
tragedy seems to lie in the reason given by the accreditation
board: that Asbury Seminary ministers did not generally adjust
to their jobs well. This, of course, is not true, but is some
thing Asbury ' s long-standing enemies wish to believe; it is
evident that what facts were presented were drawn from a com
paratively very small minority of unfortunate cases, by no
means representative of the greater majority who have and
are doing a tremendous job�by the testimony of D.S. 's and
Bishops as well. All this to say that whatever may be the
case in America, Asbury 's missionaries rank at the top around
the world. Of the Methodist missionaries in Korea, 25^ are
Asburians: their lives and work are a living testimony to
the value of the years of training spent at Asbury College and
Seminary. There is no substitute for the spiritual fire and
passion for evangelism we received while there. May God bless
her and preserve her.'
A.T.S. is now offering more Bible. I felt while I was
there we had too much about the Bible�O.T. Hist., K.T. Hist.,
How we got our Bible, etc. These are good but the preacher
must spend most of his time getting his "roots down' in the
Bible itself. The Bible is the one and only Book we have to
preach, therefore we should spend more time in it. In my
travels now (approx. 35,000 miles per year) I find that the
Bible Institute boys can preach circles around the average
A.T.S. graduate. The Institute boys may not know as much
about the Bible but they do know the Bible.
Asbury 's training is excellent for pastors and gives
a good Bible foundation for missionaries, but it doesn't be
gin to meet the need for specializing and study of his field
necessary for a missionary. It does not offer the courses
and unless it has recently changed greatly does not have the
library facilities.
APPENDIX C
Representative comments from alumni pastors concern
ing the part they think the local churches should play in
the propagation of the G-ospel throughout the world.
APPENDIX C
Indiana
Naturally, I feel that they should carry a major share
of the load. A missionary convention or rally, such as you
have mentioned in your questionnaire, would be of great bene
fit in educating the people regarding the needs of the Mission
Field, and of our part in that program.
No church is a tme church until she is possessed with
a strong missionary zeal.
Kentucky
The light that shines the brightest at home, shines
the farthest abroad.
Ohio
The church should by all means have men who are on
furlough from the fields with a burning message. It seems
the goal of every church should be to support one or as many
missionaries as possible.
I might add it is so easy to forget missions in the
pastorate unless you work diligently at it. I doubt if I
have preached over one missionary sermon if that. On the
other hand I have endeavored to keep missions before my
people with speakers and films.
Indiana
My feeling is that the local church has done far too
little. After arriving here in June 53 we raised our budget
710. on world service. Last fall we raised, with no effort:
1,000. to build a church in Korea. People will support when
they see the need.
Missouri
I had not thought particularly of blocking off any
set of sermons and making them "missionary" sermons. This
would probably be a good thing for me to do. I had always
looked upon the message from the pulpit as being one of im
portance for missions. I trj not to neglect this vital phase
of preaching; yet I could not say how many of my messages are
distinctly missionary sermons and hovr many are not.
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New York
In the secular army there are 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Echelon troops. The 1st Echelon troops are the ones in front
lines fighting and the remainder are either reserve or supply
troops with 4th Echelon being base headquarters. The 1st
Echelon troops are busy fighting but receive orders and sup
plies onl3'- as 4th Echelon directs and functions in the in
terest of the 1st Echelon. The local churches are 4th Eche
lon and are indispensible . Hence, just as an army's fighting
ability depends on the alertness and efficiency of the base
headquarters so the effectiveness of the front line mission
aries are dependent on the preyers, gifts, and fervent love
in advancing the cause of Christ by the local church. When
the core of a tree is healthy and functioning properly it
will bear good fruit all things being equal; but let the tree
deteriorate and the fruit will be poor.
North Carolina
I think somev^ay the local church needs to be kept in
closer contact with the foreign field, through missionaries
speaking to them and through their ov/n mission specials, or
where able to have their own missionary. Our own denomination
is doing this more and more.
Pennsylvania
We are now Giving v^reekly to missions. We use duplex
envelopes, and most of our people give at least fifty cents
a week to missions, rather than making a big pledge all at
once.
North Dakota
The 1455.64, though little, is an increase of 470^
over their giving the year before we came, two years previous.
The locel church should be the life line for the pro
pagation of the Gospel throughout the world.
Indiana
Support independent faith missions. The heavily organ
ized denominational missions programs do not, generally, pro
mote the Gospel. iVe seen several Asbury Seminarians go off
the "deep end" and sup-oort denominational mission programs and
lose ^ interest in missions. The only way to encourage missions
is to faithfully preach the Gospel from the pulpit. So many
Seminarians I've known are not doing that now. This has been
a genuine concern of mine.
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Ohio
Vfe must literally accept the command to go into all
the world. Without the missionary emphasis no church can
long endure as a soul-saving institution undsr God.
Kentucky
vve have not preached a full gospel if we have not
preached a "missionary" gospel.
Ohio
I feel strongly that a church cannot be truly Christian
if it lacks either evangelistic zeal or a missionary vision
and spirit. I have found that if I can get my people to five
to missions it strengthens the work at home�certainly the
church should do all it can to send the Gospel to all lands.
Georgia
(l) The local church should strive to five as much
to outside causes as to its own parish program.
(2) The support of a particular missione.ry should be
part of a church's missionary program.
(3) Constant search for young people called to be
missionaries.
Michigan
Churches, like individuals, to stay alive spiritually,
must be channels not reservoirs. We must impart to others
that which has been so freely given to us. It seems that
every church should pray, r�Ye and point their young people
tovrard the mission field. When we think about it, we dis
cover that we too, are the product of missionary effort. It
is the task of the local church to inform and educate relative
to the needs of mission lands and lift the vision of the
people to act upon their knowledge.
New York
May I say that I believe it to be very noticeable
the lack of missionary emphasis in my ov/n program. If I can
nossibly win even one young person to take the missionary
^'step" it will be worth everything. If we (the local church)
don't make them want to be missioncrles its a sure bet they
will not get the call elsewhere.
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Nebraska
It is my opinion that the present system of impersonal
missionary givin-g by the doling out of quotas is poor. If
the churches were acquainted personally with the v7ork or
missionary that they are supporting, a lot more would be done
in this field. Also how can a conservative preacher support
vehemently a mostly modernistic missionary work.
Michigan
I firmly believe that the local church can make or
break the mission program. Probably the only thing that has
kept me from missionary service myself is the feeling that
someone has to carry the ball for missions here. I have the
privilege of serving as the District Missionary Secretary of
my District. My greatest concern is a far too general lack
of vision and conscience upon the part of local pastors in
missionary promotion. It grieves me to hear men say they are
afraid to raise their World Service for fear it will hurt the
local budget.
The year I came here upon graduation seven years ago;
this church was paying |174. for World Service and Benevolences.
Continued emphasis and cultivation has paid off. One time I
had to refuse a salary raise before they would raise the
missionary apportionment, but it worked.
Michigan
We have sent an 8mm. movie camera and film to a mis
sionary in Africa and he is sending us the films direct from
the field.
Florida
We are vj'orking hard at local church extension to care
for a rapidly expcinding city (Tampa, Fla.). We need ten
new churches now in this city.
Louisiana
Preached a missionary sermon last night and the con
gregation was much alarmed. I shov/ed our lack of missionary
support and do believe that we v;ill begin to remedy the situ
ation. I intend to preach a missionary sermon each month from
now on.
It is embarrassing, but we need to be embarrassed a-
bout our lack of concern for missions. I hope in the next
year to get my church to sponsor at least half of the support
of a person on the field.
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Kentucky
The average local church certainly needs to become much
more active and to develop greater missionary concern and pas
sion and that urgently before it becomes too late for this
and the next generation. Writing a missionary appropriation
into the church budget is not getting anywhere fast enough
for our world today. Personalize the relationships between
the sending church and specific projects at home and abroad.
Increase individual projects in local churches; create new
knowledge, understanding, and interests in home churches for
others.
California
Local churches should establish contact with Mission
Fields and come to know native workers, and local situations.
Stories direct from the Field help inspire our people in the
home land to pray and give.
Last summer I went to Old Mexico on a "Preaching Mis
sion". There were 29 preachers from different parts of the
U.S. I speak Spanish, but most of them had to use an inter
preter. It was one of the greatest experiences of my life.
Every pastor who helped brought back a new understanding of
a Mission Field, They also saw a deeper consecration among
our Mexican pastors than many professed Christians have in
this country. Mexican protestants suffer severe persecution
and it takes courage to make an open confession of Christ as
their Saviour. The result: A more spiritual churchi
Wisconsin
a. The missionary program of any church is sparked by
the pastor. An aggressive pastor for the cause of missions
produces an aggressive people.
b. If any church does not have a Missionary Society,
organize one. I have found out that an active Society does
not depend upon large numbers of people, but a determination
to carry out the Lords' command.
c. Get the men of the church to feel their responsi
bility�above all, do not ignore them. They need to be cul
tivated for the cause of missions.
d. I tr^-- here to have some missionary emphasis in
every branch of the local church� the Sunday School, the
Youth Program, the prayer meeting, etc.
Washington
The local church should be a means through which God
can work to "call" young people to missionary service. It
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should at all times keep the challenge of missions before
the people. We a2?e trying to do this in the following v/ays:
1, We continually talk about missions in our every day con
versation, 2. Tfle mention missions in various v/ays in our
sermons. 3, We have started a missionary education program
in our Sunday School where we spend from three to ten minutes
every Sunday telling about various phases of missionary work.
4, We are putting new stress upon missions in our Y.P.M.S.
program as we feel that the "M" has too long been neglected.
5. Our W.M.S. is doing a great job this year in keeping, the
challenge of missions burning. There is no substitute for
real" missionary education. More than just talk.
The local church should exercise its great asset of
prayer to forward God's plan in missions. Again we are en
deavoring to do this. There are two women's missionary
prayer meetings each week. Our mid-week youth service prays
for missions. Much of the time at our mid-week prayer ser
vice is spent praying for missions. I doubt if we ever have
a church service but what there is prayer made for the great
work of missions.
The local church must give sacrificially if it is to
play its rightful place in the propagation of the Gospel
throughout the world. We are also trying to get our church
to take up its responsibilities in this area, and in the
short time we have been here have seen results. There has
been as much raised for missions in the last seven months
as was raised in the past three years. However, we don't
feel that the majority of our people are giving sacrif icially
as yet, but we do feel that as the pastor sets an example the
people will follow. We are attempting to set that example
and God is supplying our needs as we sacrifice. On a rather
low salary it is kind of hard to do but God is helping us to
give 20^ of our income to His work� (50% of this 20^ for mis
sions)�We have had several times in the past seven months
when we haven't had a penny to go on but God alvia-js sees us
through, so we are encouraged to continue, giving sacrifi-
cially knowing that God is going to also help our people to
give likewise.
